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The Goal of VirdysTM

Expand the Use of 3D
Communication, training and/or promoting through immersive and interactive
visualization in 3D is increasingly sought by businesses and communities
globally.
However, building collaborative 3D contents on multi-media platforms
remains a complex and expensive technical task.
With years of real-time 3D expertise, VirdysTM has developed a comprehensive
3D digital software suite dedicated to immersive training and communication
in the broadest sense for multi-supports for visualization (2D/VR/AR/MX).
The efficacy of collaborative 3D creation and solutions enables simple and fast
information transmission for up to 3 times less than current professional tools.
The fact is, humans remember 10% of what they read, 50% of what they see,
80% of what they see!.

Boston, 1998 - My first experience in Virtual Reality

« Welcome to a world where 3D visualization
becomes the new universal language »
Thierry COTTENCEAU
CEO Virdys

Virdys Mission is to Speed up
Digital Transformation Globally

New environmental, societal and technological
criteria accelerate the process of digital
transformation.

The health crisis has spread telework, forcing
a change in the habits of communication
processes
A collective awareness associated with the
coming ecological disaster - proven, forces us
to reduce our carbon footprint.
The maturity of technologies (equipment,
broadband - all online) makes it easier to
disseminate immersive information
(Anywhere/ Any time)

For the past decade, Virdys has been developing unique and innovative virtualization software solutions and a
customization card service that enables businesses and communities to communicate and train in real time in a
collaborative manner.
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Communicate, Exchange and Collaborate in Real Time around the World!
After more than 10 years of research and development, Virdys offers a unique and complete virtualization solution that
fully responds to the challenges of collaborative communication remotely with simple, easy to use tools.
Creative Tools Easily

Create

A 3D Collaborative Platform
Immersive Real-time Online

Script

Collaborate

In total autonomy, co-construction or turnkey, Virdys solutions and expertise allow your projects to be carried out in the easiest and most flexible way.

Virdys Software can be Used Independently

Creating a 3D
environment

Creation
animated
series

Placing
cameras
Virtual

Created through decisionmaking tree modules

Enrichment
media/environments

Real-time collaborative 3D
workspace

Multi-Device
(including VR headsets
consumer self-government)

Administer the Software Suite on a Web Interface

CREATE

SCRIPT

COLLABORATE

Creation
& Diffusion Tools
Creation of Immersive Content
3D animation in record time!
Maximum results with minimal data
needed for the user to provide.
Creation of 360° Training Videos
Respond to the major challenges of
training by creating complete engagment
via enriched immersive media and the
application of know-how.

(3D expertise required)

Import of 3D Environments and Animated
Objects in the Virdys Suite
Personalization and the ability to import
environments, animation and enriched 3D
objects in the Virdys I Suite

Creation of 3D immersive content
3D animation in record time!
Maximum results with minimal data needed for
the user to provide.

Creation and Animation
of Immersive 3D Content
A library of predefined objects and characters
A library of predefined animations and movements
The real environment reconstituted
Animation, weather, FX simply selectable
Placement of fixed, moving, on-board virtual
cameras with the characters ...
https://youtu.be/CBaSqR-7R6M

Creating Interactive 3d Contents
Videos in synthetic images
(conventional and/or 360 degrees)
3D environments that can be used in PC/VR
Industrial parts (de)assembly exercises
VR training exercises
https://youtu.be/tT_C__a5tyo

Creation of 360° Interactive Videos
Respond to the major challenges of training by
creating complete engagment via enriched
immersive media and the application of knowhow.

Creating and Disseminating Business Intervention
Procedures at the Intervention Site
Creating interactive enhanced videos
(decision-making graphs)
Building a documentary repository with
management of exploitation rights
Real-time consulting in theatre of operations
from existing operational devices
https://youtu.be/HO62WJTjsAQ

Interactive & Step-by-Step Visual Procedures
Share visual operational procedures with your
operators to follow in real time through standard or
immersive interactive videos (360 degrees).
Editing notices
Risk prevention
Training

https://youtu.be/pZ8V3pVTFlw

Collaborative Virtual 3D Platform
Exploit online, collaboratively and/or in real time,
all types of information and media through 3D
space on multiple media (PC / MAC / VR ...)

Creating Real-Time Collaborative
Workspaces to Manipulate 3D
Fully customizable showroom.
Collaborative meetings (such as The Study
Office) in-person or remotely, catering to all
forms of education and learning.
Mission planning and document repository
consultation tools.
https://youtu.be/qI4vRPYGWWY

3D Animations and Objects Manipulation
Exchange with your employees, view your multimedia content
(photos, videos, pdf’s) and manipulate 3D objects and
animations.
Interactive models
Animated burst views
Assembly notices
Multiple users in real time

Realistic 3D Environments for Training
Operators can connect together in a dynamic and realistic
simulation for complete team training sessions.
Immersive - Collaborative
Learning through experience

Fully Customizable Thematic Rooms
Ready to Use or Available to Order.

Plug & Play
Catalog of customizable environments
ready to use

Design office

Training room

Showroom

Creation of additional environments and
3D objects independently or order
directly from our studio

Reception room

Training room

Command room

Creation of plugins and dedicated
business interfaces interoperable with
your existing tools
Immersive projection room

Keynote / Events

Conference room

Host and Distribute your Content
The Cloud Manager (Virdys I Manage) is the online storage space
for your content (images, 2D and/or 360 videos, documents, 3D
objects, etc.). Once put online, they will be usable and accessible
for your 3D Virdys I Collaborate showroom.
Standard or panoramic 360 ° photos
2D or 360 ° videos
PDF documents
Objects, environments, 3D animations
Interactive 2D / 360 ° videos (Serious Games)

Management of Access Rights and Roles
Within a session, there are 3 levels of access with welldefined roles (actor, moderator, spectator). The allocation
of access and roles for each session is done via the Virdys I
Manage online administration interface (back office).

Personalization and the ability to import
environments, animation and enriched 3D
objects in the Virdys I Suite
(3D expertise required)

Virdys I ATL is designed to facilitate personalization,
enrichment, import of animated 3d environment and
objects viewable in an immersive and collaborative 3d
space
Creating Enriched and Animated 3D Objects
Create your 3D object and enrich it by adding your
technical sheets or multimedia presentations
(videos, images, pdf documents, etc..). These
documents will become interactive points of
interest.
You can create your editing instructions by creating
animated burst views of your objects. Virdys I ATL
lets you create and record your animated
sequences.

https://youtu.be/EFFjNT9NWqI

Creating Immersive 3D Environment
Create or import your environment
Place participants and your 3D objects in the
scene
Determine the location of your screens to display
your technical sheets, multimedia presentations
(images, videos, PDF documents, etc.)
Export your environment to Virdys I Collaborate,
you can explore and use it in an immersive and
collaborative way.

https://youtu.be/TpHpIXLcWpU

Workflow
2
Software to animate 3D content in real time

(

3D animation videos in 2D
)
or 360 computer graphics
VR environment

Player

Mobile app - tablet to view
procedures/notices at the scene

Creation

1

Import of 3D content
and third-party media

Broadcast

4

3

(3D expertise required)
 Creating Enriched and Animated 3D Objects
 Creating Immersive 3D Environment

Editor
Editing interactive videos (real or in
computer graphics) 2D or 360 degrees

Collaborative workspace time-real PC,VR to
handle 3D content

Unique
Support

Our Content Creation Service
Creation of tailor-made content by our 3D
experts
Made-to-Measure Projects
Tailor-made development, dedicated to
business Interoperability of systems
Training & Assistance
Our team of experts supports you
according to your needs on a daily basis or
in the form of a subscriptions available for
any advice or training needed.

Our team of Experts Carry out and Support you
in Creating your Custom Content
3D objects and environments
3D / 360° animation videos
Educational engineering
Digitalization of training
Serious Games (tactics and/or skills)
3D / VR / MR business applications

Vidéos
3D/360°

Immersive
Learning

3D Business
Applications

DEDICATED BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
Thanks to the development of technology
over the past 5 years, Virdys aggregates its
know-how in dedicated business
applications.
BASED ON OUR SOLE PROPRIETOR SDK

 Proof of concept
 Open Innovation

FAST AND COST EFFECTIVE

 Pre-industrialization

PROTOTYPING - INTEROPERABILITY

 Incremental innovation

DEDICATED PROJECT MANAGER
AGILE METHOD

 System interoperability

Virdys I Learn (by Virdys I Lab) :
Immersive Training Platform in Real Time
Create your training modules with
classic and/or immersive content
Adapt your content to 2D/AR/VR
streaming formats
Measure progress and certify students

Present and Remote Accessibility
Education in Hybrid Mode
Information sharing capabilities
Follow-up capabilities for all didactic courses

https://youtu.be/IZ6YvvX1dFc

Our
Approach

We Accompany You in
the Success of Your
Project
Allowing 3D accessibility
Tailor-made accompaniment
A sustained innovation policy
Rapid prototyping/VIRDYS LAB
3D functional and technical animation

Our Approach
We accompany you in the success of your project

Audit
and
Analysis
recommenda
tions

Engineering
Conception
Storyboard
Specifications

2D/3D design
ergonomics
Design
3D modeling

Production
Integration
Crossplatform
Development

Deployment
delivery
Multi-blinds
online

Secure cloud
hosting on
dedicated
server

Regular
Maintenance
Tracking
Application
and Scalable
Maintenance

Listening to you
+33 (0)980 691 691
contact@virdys.com

www.virdys.com
Virdys.com

Membre de

Appointment

Annexes

Examples of Use Cases

Training
3D is the best vehicle for learning, bringing immersion,
visual impact and interactivity together. It allows learners to
train in the correct movments, even in situations that would
be impossible to experience in real time other than in
virtual reality.
Remember: humans remember 10% of what they read, 50%
of what they see, 80% of what they see!
BENEFITS
Reduction of maintenance costs and accidents
Accelerated knowledge capture and transfer
Learning adapted to each profession and learner
Real-time evaluation and monitoring

https://youtu.be/f-2HZrN328c

Assembly Instructions
or 3D Disassembly
Flexible and precise, the 3D assembly instructions certainly
have more impact than paper instructions. Today, many
companies want to offer better service and modernize their
format. Industries need to reduce assembly errors and do
away with translations of technical manuals. 3D
visualization effectively shows the implementation of your
products and allows you to better understand their
operation, thanks to clear and concrete scenarios.
Facilitates understanding of operations
Reduction of assembly errors
Quick to produce and implement

https://youtu.be/BEYAWEzxaMg

Prevention
Risks
In France, for example, construction is one of the sectors of
activity with the highest number of accidents (86,886 in
2017). The main causes are: manual handling (48.5%), falls
from a height (17.1%), hand tools (14.9%), falls from the same
level (13.8%) and road risk (1.6%). Now, more than ever, it is
necessary to sensitize and effectively train your teams on
the potential risks involved in order to adopt good
practices, limit accidents and decrease liabilities.
Facilitate the adoption of safety instructions
Transmit measures adapted to each profession
Limit risks (human, material)

https://youtu.be/Njg9E2GFqHc

Showrooms &
Virtual Workspaces
A showroom ensures a valued presentation of your
products, services and know-how. Different meeting rooms
create different atmospheres that adapt to the content of
your meetings. A round table brings together the various
stakeholders in a more confidential context, making
effective communication to search for solutions. An
industrialized outdoor space can also allow concrete
demonstrations of equipment. Our immersive workspaces
promote collaboration and exchanges around your
documents, the visualization and interaction of your 3D
animated models, virtual tours of your factories and
projects.
Showroom, product catalog, point of sale
Product presentation, interactive catalog
Virtual tours, interactive visualization (scale 1: 1)

Product
Configurator
Do you want to obtain a powerful sales support tool and
offer your customers an interactive and customizable
catalog of your products? Opt for a 3D configurator! With
this powerful and very easy-to-use solution, designed to
modify, personalize and view a product in all its forms,
makes the user easily able to configure your product. They
able to choose among various options for the product and
customize their order if needed.
Facilitates in customer decision making
Pust the customer at the heart of the sales process
Full Customer Product Comprehension

https://youtu.be/fIQ3s0ZjHMQ

Promotional Videos
& Technical Videos
What is your business? What are its products, its values?
The production of a promotional video is today an essential
axis of the marketing action of a brand or a company, it
helps to create an image, a memory in the viewer and the
future user.
A technical 3D video reproduces the operation of a device
in 3D to explain its operation and advantages. Animations
can also be used to detail parts not visible to users.
Promote a product or know-how
Boost your visibility and conversion rate
Boost your marketing

https://youtu.be/BdndhS2-yPk

Mission Briefing
& Experience Feedback
An operation is all about preparation!
 Increase the quality of your briefings by presenting the
different scenarios in 3D, in a standard or 360 ° format.
 Immerse yourself in the environment and rehearse
before.
 With the Virdys I Suite, recreate the course of an
operation as closely as possible. You can then highlight
the tactical errors of the personnel involved.
 Immersively and collaboratively reconstruct and relive
the operation with a first-person view.

https://youtu.be/l0vdxr1I4IY

Crisis Unit
& Command Room
Easily defuse a crisis or conduct a complex negotiation.
Immersive tools are created for efficient and instant use.
The mere presence of a terminal (PC / VR) and an internet
connection is sufficient to join, at any time, a meeting in an
agreed virtual space.

https://youtu.be/Vopc5xdPcQU

Maintenance in Operational
Condition
Virtual Reality allows logistics teams to better educate
themselves, train and be assisted in the field.
Understanding maintenance interventions is more
effective than with documents, photos or diagrams from
different sources. Learning about the work to be done is
more fluid, maintenance training is facilitated. Virtual reality
is a logical complement to a good level of maintenance
methods.
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VR Showroom
Education
Immersive and collaborative multiplatform (PC / VR)
showroom showcasing the use of Alcatel Lucent Entreprise
connected solutions for the education sector. The scenario
consists of following the day of a student in a connected
university during a fire (lockdown). To increase the realism
and immersion of the ALE business demonstration, the
virtual showroom interacts with a real showroom to
simulate emergency calls and human communications.
Collaborative and interactive showroom
Multiplatform showroom (PC / MAC / VR)
Sales support tool
https://youtu.be/1QYu1D-pGKc

Sales Showroom

Exaprint is the French leader in the online sale of
communication products: flyers, leaflets, business cards,
brochures, stands, POS, tarpaulins, posters, etc. Exaprint
called on Virdys to provide innovative promotional support
for its new range of products dedicated to hotels and
restaurants for customer demonstration on web / tablet
and in Virtual Reality at the C’Print trade fair in Lyon.
Multiplatform showroom (Web / Tablet / VR)
Sales support tool
Event animation

https://youtu.be/T8O5v_c_Q5k

Concept Showroom
Comwatt intends to make each house a producer of its own
energy, at a lower price than that of the network, thanks to
its connected, self-learning "all-in-one" system, capable of
synchronizing the electricity consumption of households
with the production. with which they are equipped.
Comwatt asked Virdys to create a Virtual Showroom to
promote the IndepBox system by Comwatt and to inform
and raise awareness about energy savings (Serious Game)
Multiplatform showroom (VR / tablet)
Serious Game VR
Sales support tool
Event animation

https://youtu.be/HlZhm1ScO4k

Virtual Lab

The Horiba medical channel was modeled in 3D and staged
in a virtual laboratory, an interactive guided tour intended
for the company's international executives. The experience
allowed participants to discover the state of play of the
high-end solution Horiba Medical.
Immersive Virtual Reality Showroom
Interactive guided tour
Event animation

https://youtu.be/mqaN3EEPpg4

Serious Game VR
Connection for Electrical Generator

Creation of a training programm and training module for
Enedis (theoretical course, MCQ, Serious Game 3D
interactive VR). The module is accompanied by a tool for
tracking the learners progress (back office).
Immersive and collaborative VR showroom
Serious Game VR

https://youtu.be/a1SZOpKZbE4

Serious Game VR
Pipe Repair

The Veolia Serious Game VR was presented during an
entertainment day for Veolia group employees at
Futuroscope in Poitiers. It involves a remotely controlled
robot responsible for signaling and identifying faults and
damage to pipe conduits.
Immersive Virtual Reality Showroom
Serious Game VR
Event animation

https://youtu.be/j7X81iwOnx0

Guided Tour
MOATTI Showroom

The 30th edition of the BATIMAT show once again confirms
the pioneering and committed spirit that drives TECHNAL,
a specialist in aluminum construction systems. On this
occasion, Virdys has recreated in the form of an interactive
3D showroom the majestic showcase imagined by Alain
Moatti, from the MOATTI-RIVIERE agency.
Multiplatform showroom (web / tablet)
3D rendering of a prototype
Sales support tool
Guided tour
Event animation
https://youtu.be/gYt366Nm8zo

Showroom
Collaborative

CGI is a global Canadian information technology
consulting, systems integration, outsourcing and solutions
company headquartered in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. CGI
requested the intervention of Virdys for the creation of a
virtual multiplatform demonstration showroom for the
promotion of its know-how.
Collaborative and interactive showroom
Multiplatform showroom (PC / MAC / VR)
Sales support tool

https://youtu.be/scq93dzkCk4

Event Showcase / BATIMAT Show

Present at the Batimat 2015 world building fair (2-6 Nov
2015, Paris), Virdys, supported and hosted by the Business &
Innovation Center (BIC) of Montpellier Méditerranée
Métropole, has digitized the know-how of Wicona, a major
player in aluminum carpentry. Via the innovative solutions
made available to them, visitors were able to discover new
projects by virtual tour on tablet or Virtual Reality and get to
know the new products in Augmented Reality.
Multiplatform showroom (VR / tablet)
Handling of interactive models
Sales support tool
Event animation
https://youtu.be/yWiKyU5T_Yo

Interactive 360 ° Video
React in the Event of a Roadside Accidents

Interactive 360° video (immersive learning) of training in
good practices in the event of road accidents for Enedis
technicians. The environment, 3D animations and 360 °
video rushes were made using Virdys Animate while the
assembly (decision tree, questions) was done with Virdys
Scenarize.
Distribution: Virdys Collaborate
Interactive 360 ° video
Serious Game VR

https://youtu.be/bDj7ILd9XRM
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